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How to Draw Anime for Beginners Step by Step
Got manga? Christopher Hart’s got manga, and he wants to share it with all his millions of
readers—especially the beginners. With Manga for the Beginner, anyone who can hold a
pencil can start drawing great manga characters right away. Using his signature step-by-step
style, Hart shows how to draw the basic manga head and body, eyes, bodies, fashion, and
more. Then he goes way beyond most beginner titles, exploring dynamic action poses, special
effects, light and shading, perspective, popular manga types such as animals, anthros, and
shoujo and shounen characters. By the end of this big book, the new artist is ready to draw
dramatic story sequences full of movement and life. From the Trade Paperback edition.

How to Draw Anime for Beginners Step by Step
Drawing Manga
Anime is a style of animation/drawing originating from Japan. Most anime drawings include
exaggerated physical features such as large eyes, big hair and elongated limbs. In this book,
you will learn how to draw anime & manga girls step-by-step.

How to Draw Digital Manga and Anime
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You want to draw manga, and Manga University will show you how. You'll get VERY good at
this. After all, we've been teaching people just like you for more than 20 years. "How to Draw
Manga: Basics and Beyond!" is the latest in Manga University's lineup of best-selling
instructional books. The book features more than 1,000 illustrations drawn by Japanese manga
artists whose work has appeared in leading publications, including Shonen Sunday and Young
Jump. You will learn how to draw like a professional because your teachers are professionals.
We've divided the book into four easy-to-follow chapters that will have you drawing original
characters from head to toe in no time at all: Heads First! We begin at the top, with a chapter
on how to draw heads. After all, heads are the first thing most people notice, in both art and out
in the real world. And in art, just like in the real world, you want to make sure your characters
make a vivid first impression whether they're completely human, or totally out-of-this-world.
Let's Make Faces! The expression the eyes are the window to the soul is particularly true when
it comes to manga. You can tell a lot about a character's personality by peering into their eyes.
In this chapter, we explain the basics of drawing eyes. But we don't stop there. We also cover
noses, mouths, ears, and hair. All About Bodies! Once we've covered faces, we move on to
teaching you all all about drawing bodies. We go over the differences between male and
female body proportions, count heads to determine the heights of our characters, and learn
how to draw hands, arms, feet, and legs. Strike a Pose! Our book's final chapter is all about
making a physical statement. We show characters standing tall, sitting down, throwing
punches, giving hugs, and more. Because even beautifully drawn characters look boring if
they're frozen stiff. The book also includes a section on manga tools. Plus, you'll get to know
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the artists who contributed to the book through exclusive interviews in which they talk about
their favorite manga and anime series, hobbies, how they work, and more!

Pop Manga
Designed for how people learn The ideal manga drawing book for beginners Includes ideas for
how to draw your own graphic novel Have you spent years admiring manga drawing and
wondering how to draw cool stuff, but you haven’t known how to make it on your own? This
book by Danica Davidson and illustrated by the amazing Melanie Westin will guide you to
drawing your own manga. These two help you find your why and include how to draw for adult
beginners in this book. They also include how to draw anime for beginners, how to draw
cartoon comic strips, how to draw tigers, and more. This cartoon drawing guide will be
especially useful for the beginner cartoon artist. This belongs on any anime bookshelf and can
help readers create a book. Learn more about the art of manga with Danica Davidson and
Melanie Westin in Manga Art for Beginners: How to Create Your Own Manga Drawings.

How to Draw Anime ( Includes Anime&Popular Anime Characters ) Drawing
Anime Faces-8. 5/11
explains the tools and techniques for drawing endearing Kawaii-style characters and includes
coverage of anthros, monsters, Goths, and the subgenre moe ladies.
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The DC Comics Guide to Inking Comics
How to draw AnimeLearn to draw Anime today.****************************For anime fans, this is
a comprehensive book to teach you how to draw famous anime characters.The book includes
3 sections: The first section: How to draw anime eyes.The second section: How to draw anime
faces.The third section: How to draw anime
characters.*************************************************This easy and simple book is intended
for anime characters, and for fans of the anime world.************************Book
specifications:Book Size: 8.5/1 1Pages: 86Various anime characters for adults and children

The Master Guide to Drawing Anime: Romance
The perfect book for any budding manga artist! Learn to draw manga from scratch, and get a
crash course in creating your own characters, worlds and stories with the help of this guided
sketchbook. Get started with easy step-by-step instructions for drawing manga facial features
and bodies. Next, put your new-found drawing skills into practice, with guidance on developing
a scene and planning your storyline. There's plenty of open space in each section to fill with
your sketches, along with advice on the best materials to use, and expert tips on perfecting
your technique throughout. In no time at all, you will gain the skills and confidence needed to
start creating your very own manga.
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Manga Drawing Deluxe
This text presents professional tehniques for creating your own digital manga and anime, with
practical exercises and projects.

How to Draw Manga: Basics and Beyond
A how-to book for drawing Japanese comic art includes chapters on getting started, faces,
expressions, bodies, finishing touches, and materials. Original.

Hands and Feet
"An interactive doodle book from the best-selling art instruction author and cartoon master that
pairs illustrating insights with drawing, designing, coloring, and crafting activities for aspiring
manga artists. For years, Christopher Hart has given readers the tools and techniques needed
to learn how to draw and cartoon. With the Doodletopia series, Hart offers his readers a
chance to practice and perfect their artistic skills. Filled with page after page of chibi, kawaii,
and shoujo characters, Doodletopia: Manga provides aspiring manga artists with activities to
stimulate their creativity. After covering the basics of rendering cute manga characters, Hart
sets readers loose to interact with the book's many exercises and challenges, including
sections where readers can draw a companion for an already drawn character, create their
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own emojis, and complete their own scenes. Readers can design manga bookmarks,
stationery, and even get started developing their own manga graphic novels. Pairing the
informative content for which Hart is beloved with myriad opportunities for creative expression,
Doodletopia: Manga offers aspiring artists the next level of interactive art instruction"--

How to Draw Anime and Game Characters
These drawing tutorials are designed for kids of all ages, even the grown-up ones. You are
certain to find the perfect drawing project, no matter your skill level. Our easy drawing ideas
are based on simple lines and shapes. If you can hold a pencil, marker, or crayon, then you
can learn to draw!

How to Draw Anime Beautiful Eyes
"In this follow-up to the best-selling Master Guide to Drawing Anime, manga master
Christopher Hart focuses on some of the most popular characters of Japanese anime: the
dynamic and beautiful women and girls. Aspiring anime artists will learn all the ins and outs of
creating these stunning heroines, schoolgirls, and other essential female characters. Basic
templates make it easy to draw the head, hairstyles, clothing, body proportions, and more.
Tutorials on creating scenes and multiple characters take the drawings to the next level. All of
these topics and more are covered with Christopher Hart's trademark easy-to-follow steps with
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helpful techniques and tips"--

How to Draw Manga
The most complete compressed guide for anime manga lovers. The eyes are one of the most
significant elements in anime characters: They are the ones that determine the expression on
the face, They differentiate each character, making it original. Therefore, learning to draw them
correctly is essential. I will show you how to make different eyes for your characters and I will
give you examples of many other ways to help you design your own characters. Get your copy
today and start exploiting your creativity.

The Master Guide to Drawing Anime
Manga is the Japanese word for "comic," and manga-influenced art has captured the attention
of many. This complete manga kit includes cutting-edge manga art as well as clear, step-bystep illustrations and instructions that make it easy for anyone to draw manga. Aspiring artists
can create their own unique illustrated worlds and comic books featuring their own personal
adventures, all done in authentic manga style. The hardcover case includes a 40-page
paperback book with corresponding Spanish instruction, temporary tattoos, a bookmark, a
drawing pencil, a black permanent marker, colored markers, a burnisher, a screentone eraser,
a sharpener, and screentones. Warning! This product is intended for use by ages 13 and older
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and is not intended for use by children.

You Can Draw Manga Chibis
Anime is a popular animation and drawing style that originated in Japan. Drawing anime
characters can seem overwhelming, especially when you're looking at your favorite anime that
was drawn by professionals. Fortunately, anyone can learn how to draw anime characters, and
the process is fairly simple if you break it down into small steps.

Manga for the Beginner
Do you love manga? Now you can learn to draw your own! This book has everything the
beginning manga artist needs! You’ll learn how to draw the basic manga head and body
types…but that’s just the beginning! Over 100 manga characters—from magical shoujo girls
and their super-cute chibi friends to mysterious ninjas and double-crossing villains— are
broken down into easy-to-follow steps so you can start drawing all of your favorite manga
characters right away!

Anime Drawing
This volume you will learn to draw bishoujo game characters.
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How to Draw Anime
In this highly portable mini version of Chibi Art Class, renowned anime artist Yoai teaches you
the art of chibi, step by adorable step. Chibi is Japanese slang for “short,” and popular
Instagram anime artist Yoai (@yoaihime) shows you how to draw these adorable doll-like
characters in Mini Chibi Art Class. Chibis are mini versions of Japanese anime and manga
characters and are defined by their large heads and tiny bodies, both of which contribute to
their kawaii, or cuteness, factor. Here, you'll learn how to create chibis’ signature bodies, facial
features, and props, including dreamy eyes, fun clothes and shoes, vibrant hair, colorful
accessories, and lively backgrounds. You'll also learn how to color and shade your vertically
challenged characters for optimal cuteness. This book also features 19 chibi tutorials with
simplestep-by-step illustrations and instructions, inspiration galleries, blank body bases for you
to start your own chibi drawings, and uncolored chibis for practicing coloring and shading.
??Mini Chibi Art Class is part of a series of adorable mini versions of Race Point art reference
books that include Mini Kawaii Doodle Class and Mini Kawaii Doodle Cuties. Thanks to this
take-anywhere crash course, soon you will be enhancing your notebooks, stationery, artwork,
and more with your own unique chibi world. Mini Chibi Art Class is now in session!

Drawing Chibi Supercute Characters Easy for Beginners & Kids
"This how-to-draw-anime book from bestselling author Christopher Hart teaches the
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fundamentals of drawing anime for the Romance genre using easy-to-follow, step-by-step
instruction"--

Mini Chibi Art Class
The manga universe is diverse--full of cute chibis, soulful romantics, cunning villains and sassy
schoolgirls. Whether you want to tell love stories, create fantasy worlds or explore the drama of
everyday life, you can do it with the help of self-taught manga artist and YouTube celebrity
Sophie-Chan.

You Will Be Able To Draw By The End Of This Book: Manga
Table of Contents INTRODUCTION Learning How To Draw THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF
DRAWING Lines Shapes Value OVERVIEW OF A MANGA CHARACTER STEP BY STEP
DRAWING OF A MANGA HEAD Front View Quarter View Side View DRAWING THE HAIR
THE EYES DRAWING THE EARS Drawing Manga Mouths DRAWING MANGA POSES
COLORING MANGA CHARACTERS Author Bio Publisher INTRODUCTION Manga is a term
for the drawing style developed by the Japanese that they use in their comic books. It has a
distinctive look that separates it from the western comic style. Because of its appeal to its
viewers manga become popular throughout the world, many enjoy reading it because of the
interesting plot of the story as well as the art and eventually manga evolved into an animated
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version called anime. If you want to learn how to draw or if you just want to advance your skills
in drawing manga, this book is perfect for you. This book features step by step instructions and
includes some advanced techniques that will really help you improve your drawing skills.

Beautiful Characters
In this new series from Walter Foster Publishing, artists and art hobbyists alike will delight in
learning a variety of fun and interesting art topics in a portable format boasting a fresh,
contemporary design. Filled with open practice pages, creative exercises, and art prompts, The
Little Book of Manga Drawing encourages interactivity for immediate results, while also
teaching beginners the fundamentals of the featured medium in an engaging and fun way. In
The Little Book of Manga Drawing, beginning manga artists and aspiring illustrators will
discover a variety of basic manga drawing techniques through step-by-step projects, creative
prompts, and engaging ideas to ignite creativity. From learning how to master the proportions
and shape of heads and bodies, to understanding how to create personally relevant manga
characters, this fun guidebook covers all the basics. After an introduction to the tools you'll use
when creating manga, you'll dive into how to draw and colorize your own manga artwork with
the help of dozens of techniques and helpful instructions. You'll also learn to draw props,
costumes, and color, as well as how to draw manga chibis, to round out this comprehensive
book.
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How to Draw Manga for the Beginner - Step by Step Guides in Drawing Anime
Characters
Nothing satisfies anime artists more than creating original characters for comics and graphic
novels—and bestselling author Christopher Hart helps them achieve this goal. He provides
insight into the six most popular anime types, from schoolgirls and boys to vengeful bad guys
and fantasy creatures, along with templates; step-by-step drawing exercises; and “menus” of
head and body types, outfits, and accessories.

Doodletopia Manga
Renowned Japanese manga artist, international instructor, and illustrator of the Wedding
Peach series Nao Yazawa guides you step by step through all phases of manga drawing, from
developing characters to creating a story line and story boards. With this detailed guide, learn
every aspect of how to draw manga, including poses, movement, perspective, and props.
Starting with rough sketches, you'll learn to add ink, coloration, special effects, and finishing
touches to create dynamic manga characters and stories.You'll also find tips on how to give
your characters lively facial expressions and how to create backgrounds with simple
perspective. Learn authentic manga drawing from a manga master.

How to Draw Manga
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Unleash your creativity and discover how to draw anime with this awesome drawing Book! Do
you want to learn how to draw anime characters in an easy, step-by-step way? Looking for the
best guidebook to teach you the essential skills you need to bring your characters to life? Then
this book is for you! Inside this brilliant drawing book, you'll uncover everything you need to
know about creating the perfect anime character. Covering heads, facial features, body
proportions, emotions, clothing, and even basic character models for you to try, this book is the
perfect way for you to get started with the world of anime! Great for all skill levels, now even a
complete beginner can learn to draw with ease. Plus, drawing is also scientifically proven to
help you unlock your inner creativity, promote mindfulness and relaxation, and help you
destress and relieve anxiety. A great gift for anime fans of all ages, it's also a wonderful skill for
passing the time when you're stuck indoors. Book details: Ideal for all ages and skill levels A
great activity for passing the time and providing hours of fun Step-by-step instructions
designed to make learning to draw simple! Covers heads, facial features, posture, proportions,
emotions, clothing and more Makes the perfect gift for birthdays, stocking stuffers and holidays
Promotes creativity, artistic ambition, mindfulness, stress relief and more So if you're looking
for a fun, simple and step-by-step way of learning to draw anime characters, then you've come
to the right place! Scroll up and buy now to start drawing today!

How to Draw: Manga
Hands and feet are considered the hardest parts of the body to draw, due to the variety of
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shapes involved and their dynamism; and as a result they are often neglected by budding
artists. In this book Susie Hodge, who has been teaching practical art for over 17 years, will
demystify the process in creating these body parts, and teach the reader how to draw them
with simple illustrated instructions. In six stages Hodge builds up the shapes of the hands and
feet to create a professional-looking sketch. From beginners to the more advanced artist, this
easy-to-follow step-by-step guide will be an invaluable resource in constructing the human
form.

Manga Workshop Characters
How to draw Anime Learn to draw Anime today with the number one how to draw Anime book
currently on Amazon. #1 BestsellerLearn to Draw Anime Does your child, tween, or teen love
Anime and drawing Anime? This book will teach them in an easy way how to draw Anime of all
kinds. It starts with the basics and teaches them step by step the process of drawing Anime in
a fun way. This book will teach your child how to draw, step by step, with the easiest approach
possibleby using simple shapes. Each tutorial makes learning how to draw Anime as simple as
possible. Joseph Stevenson has been teaching kids how to draw for almost ten years now, and
his drawing techniques really work! With this no-tears strategy, learning how to draw is fun for
children as young as 5 years old, but also works for adults and teens. Learning to draw Anime
is fun for kids, but even more fun when it comes easy to them. This book does just thatmakes
drawing fun and easy for everyone. This book will turn your child into the artist that he or she
wants to be. Each animal drawing lesson is a step by step process. Each tutorial is broken
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down into the simplest of steps that can be followed by most people. This book is for both boys
and girls, and is good for kids of most age ranges, but is best for kids aged 9-12 - but if your
kids are 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, etc, they will all have fun trying these drawing
tutorials out. Have fun drawing the day away! Find detailed instructions inside on how to draw:
Anime Manga Chibi Anime Eyes Anime Hair Anime Girls Anime Boys Manga Girls and many
more! Learn how to draw Anime with step by step guides. You will learn to draw Anime using
shapes, templates, lines and many more. Some Anime are easy and others are harder. Great
for yourself or as a gift! Frequently Asked Questions How Long Will it Take to Learn to Draw
Anime? Student's abilities are different and learning to draw Anime can take some time. We
have found though with daily practice that most students can learn to draw Anime within 1 - 2
months of starting with our learn to draw Anime book. What drawing tools will I need? We
recommend a set of colored pencils and a drawing pad. However learning to draw can be done
with a basic pencil and copy paper as well. If you are just getting started we would suggest
getting basic tools to make sure you enjoy drawing first. Is this book for beginners or advanced
artists? This book will be a great tool for beginners or advanced artists looking to get better at
drawing Anime. The drawings do have some detail to them but that is always on the last step
making it easy for beginner students to start out with the simpler version and then work to get
better at the advanced versions. Are there any other books I can buy that will help me? Yes!
Joseph Stevenson has multiple books on how to draw everything from Anime to people. You
can find all of Joseph's books on Amazon or other major bookstores. Joseph has been
teaching people how to draw for the last 25 years and has a lot of great content out there.
What if I'm just not good at drawing? Everyone can draw! It may take time and practice but we
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have never met anyone that couldn't get better at drawing with a little guidance and practice! If
you buy the book however and still feel like you just can get it please feel free to return it for a
full refund no questions asked. This book is an official Joseph Stevenson Drawing product from
Golden Valley Press. Not approved to be copied in any way digital or otherwise.

How to Draw Manga Characters
How to Draw Anime Practical Guide for Beginners Do you like watching anime? Would you like
to learn how to draw typical anime characters? The book "How to Draw Anime: Practical Guide
for Beginners" offers you a step by step guide on how to form favorite anime characters such
as a young girl, a beautiful girl or a handsome young man, all in various poses. So, if you have
enjoyed watching amazing animes like Bleach, Death Note, Naruto or Hellsing, and would like
to draw a manga character yourself, buy this book and learn it by looking at the graphic
pictures. The book "How to Draw Anime: Practical Guides for Beginners" is exactly what the
title says: a practical guide that will help you draw anime characters by studying pictures.If you
would like to know how to draw Bishonen (a handsome boy) or Bishojo (a lovely girl or a young
woman), this book will teach you as easy as it can be. You do not have to be a professional
draftsman; you do not even have to know how to draw. This book is designed for complete
beginners in drawing anime characters, so you may as well be a total beginner in drawing in
general.All in all, a book before you is intended for those who prefer unusual characters,
whose face and figure reflects the blend of East and West; as well as for those who love
anime- original cartoons made both for children and adults.Now, get your sketchbook and a
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pencil and let`s draw anime!Here is a preview of what you'll learn- how to draw: Angry Beauty
Anime Girl in Action Anime City Girl Anime Princess Winter Anime Girl Angry Anime Guy
Download your copy of " How to Draw Anime" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With
1-Click" button.

The Master Guide to Drawing Anime: Tips & Tricks
"The popularity of manga among young people who love to draw continues to grow. In her
second manga book, J.C. Amberlyn focuses on favorite manga archetype characters, with a
fun and lively how-to-draw book aimed at beginners. Every genre of manga has its typical
characters--plucky hero and heroine; funny friend/sidekick; serious warrior; young innocent;
wise teacher; cold villain; chibis; cat girls/cat boys; chibi animals; magical animals; strong/scary
animals; gothic characters--and they are all here along with the step-by-step drawing
instructions needed to give even beginners the direction they need to create the favorite
characters they can't get enough of. A final chapter on backgrounds, scenery, and the
enviroment will further give readers the information they need to pull everything together and
create their own manga characters and worlds they live in. Includes 23 step-by-step
demonstrations."

How To Draw Manga
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Provides step-by-step instructions for drawing a variety of human, animal, and other figures in
the style of Japanese anime, covering general tips, details of specific features, and how to
show action.

How to Draw Anime: Learn to Draw Anime and Manga - Step by Step Anime
Drawing Book for Kids and Adults
"The third title in Christopher Hart's bestselling Master Guide to Drawing Anime series, Tips &
Tricks is an essential guide that provides the in-depth information needed for fine-tuning one's
anime drawing at every skill level. Covering every aspect of anime forms, Chris delves deep
into the specifics of creating anime characters and scenes, offering all the secrets of anime
drawing that make characters really look complete"--

How to Draw Anime (Includes Anime, Manga and Chibi) Part 1 Drawing Anime
Faces
This book is a comprehensive reference manual of various types of the anime female
characters. The images of anime girls in this book are not only convenient for cartoon lovers to
copy, but also arouse their creative inspiration to help them create personalized pictures. The
graphic examples in this book are beautiful. It is not only suitable for the self-study of the
primary, intermediate anime fans, but can also be used as the training material and teaching
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reference book for animation and other related majors.

Manga For Dummies
"Easy for beginners & kids (manga/anime}."

Kids Draw Anime
If you love Manga, you’ll eat Manga For Dummies, right up. This step-by-step guide shows you
how to create all of your favorite Manga characters from rough sketch through final full-color
renderings. You’ll build your skills as you draw animals, mythical creatures, superheroes,
teenagers, and villains—along with their weapons, cars, and homes. Soon you’ll be inventing
your own characters and placing them in stylish poses and stirring action scenes. Before you
know it you’ll be knocking out storyboards and plotlines for you own Manga book. Find out how
to: Gear up for drawing with all the right tools and materials Develop the basic skills of Manga
figure drawing Customize and accessorize your Manga characters Design spectacular
weapons, gadgets, mechas, and vehicles Create 3-D drawings and give characters motion and
emotion Write an exciting Manga Story Complete with a stunning, full-color 8 page insert,
Manga for Dummies is your real-life guide to the ultimate fantasy world.

Manga for the Beginner Kawaii
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Just for Kids: You Can Draw Manga Chibis shows how to draw in the chibi style using simple
steps and easy-to-find art tools. Also included are tips and techniques for designing your own
chibi characters. You can draw more than 30 chibi characterswith the easy, step-by-step art
projects in Just for Kids: You Can Draw Manga Chibis. Also included are tips and techniques
you can use to design your own characters once you are comfortable with the art style. No
complicated tools are needed; you can create your own chibi art using just a pencil, pen,
markers, and paper! The book opens with helpful sections on tools and materials, essential
drawing techniques, color basics, and an examination of typical chibi faces and bodies. The
step-by-step projects that follow will show you how to draw chibi characters of all ages in any
pose and from all angles. Included are templates for practice. In between drawing projects and
templates, you will take a closer look at different chibi facial expressions, eyes, hairstyles,
clothes, and hands and feet. Use these pages to modify the templates to create your own
characters, which you can then draw walking, jumping, dancing, falling, and flying. Tips and
techniques for drawing chibi characters abound. Written and illustrated by Samantha Whitten
and Jeannie Lee, Just for Kids: You Can Draw Manga Chibis is perfect for beginning and
intermediate artists, lovers of manga and anime, and more. You will love creating your own
manga chibi characters!

How to Draw Manga
Anime drawing Step by Step Guide How to Draw Anime Faces"Anime Drawing - Step by Step
Guide How to Draw Anime Faces" has been written keeping in mind the beginners of anime
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character drawings. This book basically focuses on the drawing of the faces of different female
anime characters of different age groups. Step by step detailed description has been given
with the amazing drawings. Even if this is your first attempt at sketching, you will not face any
difficultly in drawing and shading of the illustrations mentioned in this book. In the first few
chapters, a brief discussion is given about the origin, attributes and history of anime. This is
necessary from the point of view of drawing because when you read about something, you can
adapt the rest of the attributes more easily. Go ahead, and you will not be disappointed. Here
is a preview of what you'll learn: What is Anime? Attributes of Anime Characters How to Draw
a Little Girl? How to Draw a Maiden? How to Draw a Cheerful Girl? How to Draw a Teenage
Girl? How to Draw a Winking Girl? Download your copy of "Anime drawing" by scrolling up and
clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.

Young Artists Draw Manga
Renowned manga artist and comics creator Camilla D'Errico's beginner's guide to drawing her
signature Japanese-style characters. From comics to video games to contemporary fine art,
the beautiful, wide-eyed-girl look of shoujo manga has infiltrated pop culture, and no artist's
work today better exemplifies this trend than Camilla D'Errico's. In her first instructional guide,
D'Errico reveals techniques for creating her emotive yet playful manga characters, with lessons
on drawing basic body construction, capturing action, and creating animals, chibis, and
mascots. Plus, she gives readers a behind-the-scenes look at her character design process,
pointers on creating their own comics, and prompts for finishing her drawings. Pop Manga is
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both a celebration of creativity and an indespensible guide that is sure to appeal to manga
diehards and aspiring artists alike.

Manga Art for Beginners
For the aspiring artist who wants to become an expert comic book inker, The DC Comics
Guide to Inking Comics is the definitive, one-stop resource! America’s leading comic book
publisher brings its superstar creators and classic characters to the third in an authoritative
series of books on how to create comics. Legendary comic book inker Klaus Janson uses DC’s
world-famous characters—including Batman, Superman, and Wonder Woman—to
demonstrate an array of inking techniques, covering such topics as using textures, varying line
weights, creating the illusion of three-dimensionality, and working with light and dark. Janson’s
lively, step-by-step instructions are informative, exciting—and clear enough for even beginners
to follow. In addition, every technique shown in this guide conforms to actual industry
standards. The perfect how-to on everything from basic inking materials to storytelling
techniques, this one-stop sourcebook is packed with a wealth of tested techniques, practical
advice, and professional secrets for the aspiring comic artist.

The Little Book of Manga Drawing
If you have always wanted to draw manga but weren't sure how to begin, this fun and simple
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step-by-step book will help kick-start your comic-drawing journey. Learn how to draw boys,
girls and creatures (ordinary and extraordinary) in the manga style. Starting with basic shapes,
professional manga artist Yishan Li shows how easy it is to turn circles, rectangles, squares
and ovals into teens, kids, witches, wizards, monsters, animals and much more. Professional
manga art from well-known comic creator Yishan LiOver 130 step-by-step drawings Easy
method with great results.
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